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A One-Stop DBF Solution Further Simplifies Database Management
HiBase Group announces DBF Viewer 2000 version 6.65. A well-known database management
tool receives a new update that brings in support for TSV file format and even more powerful
command line processing – a feature that professional database administrators had already
acclaimed.
The old reliable DBF format is still extremely widespread. Too bad, modern trends towards
online services and cloud processing seem to forget about it. HiBase Group offers a solution
which is as reliable as the aforementioned format itself.
DBF Viewer 2000 is designed to effortlessly manage DBF files of any size and quantity. All
range of operations including adding and editing fields and records, searching and filtering the
data, adjusting the database structure are made straightforward thanks to the classic interface of
the application. The program can import and export various database formats too making data
migration or transfer a lot easier. Plus, the entirety of DBF Viewer’s vast functionality is
available through command line execution, which means the tool is natively fit for automated
DBF processing.
The latest version of DBF Viewer 2000 released recently further improves command line
execution. By popular demand, the program can now limit the number of records while
exporting using the command line. This is helpful when a certain chunk of the database should
be exported, not the whole set of data. In the update, support for TSV files is introduced as well.
Tab-separated spreadsheets were very common back in the days, so having a way to import them
easily is really a breeze.
Overall, DBF Viewer 2000 combines functionality with fast-paced execution and a welldesigned interface. Support for 4GB+ databases, multi-threaded execution and adjustable
exporting to more than ten formats make the tool a reasonable choice for professional database
management.

Pricing and availability
DBF Viewer 2000 supports the entire range of Windows operating systems including
XP/Vista/7/8 and 10, both 32- and 64-bit editions. The price of a personal license is $49.95. The
business license costs $99.95. The site license costs $199.95, and $999.95 is asked for a
worldwide unlimited license.

About
HiBase Group Company develops software for database management, processing and
conversion. Each tool by the company is functional, fast-paced and independent of third-party
database libraries.
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